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The family of Sayed Zabiuddin Ansari alias Abu Jundal alias Abu Hamza
has described as untrue reports that Saudi authorities handed him over to
India because the Indian government had provided the Saudis with DNA
samples of Jundal's family members that matched that of the Lashkar-eTayyeba (LeT) operative.
Jundal, one of the handlers directing the terrorists during the 2008
Mumbai attack from their control room in Karachi, was arrested on June
21 at the Indira Gandhi International Airport in New Delhi after being
deported from Saudi Arabia on India's request.
Some reports have suggested that he was deported after the Indian
government handed the Saudi authorities DNA samples of his family
members.
Jundal's family, which lives in Maharashtra's Beed, has stopped talking to
the media with his parents not keeping well. Jundal's father Zakiuddin, a
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former insurance agent who has
had two heart attacks in the past,
was discharged just two days ago
from a hospital. His mother
Rehana is a diabetic.
Speaking on their behalf, Mukram
Pathan, their neighbour, said many
reports on Jundal were untrue. 'I
have spoken to his family and they
said no blood sample was taken
from any family member for DNA
tests.
This is a completely false claim
that is being made,' he said. He
said it was 'unfathomable' that
Jundal was involved in the Mumbai
terror attack. 'None of us believe
he could have done this. This is
plain exaggeration. We can't
believe the guy we know interacted
with Zaki-ur- Rehman Lakhvi and
gave instructions to terrorists,'
Pathan said.
Sayed Zabiuddin, alias Abu Jundal
He said that he has been asking
Jundal's family to clear the air but
they are refusing to talk with their health worsening. On Wednesday,
when this reporter went to Jundal's house, there was a small crowd that
had gathered outside.
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Abu Jundal's residence in Beed, Maharashtra

Two policemen kept guard outside, though they themselves did not know
who they were guarding considering that Jundal's parents have left the
address and shifted to one of their relatives' place nearby in order to
escape the media.
Pathan said if Jundal was indeed guilty then his family would like the
authorities to hand him over to them so they could themselves hang him.
Another local resident Sadiq Khan said he knew Jundal well and found it
'hard to believe he was involved in terror activities as his personality was
such that he couldn't even harm a fly'.
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But the Maharashtra Police contested the claim. They claimed Jundal's
first brush with the law came at the age of 22 when he was arrested in
Maharashtra in 2003 for allegedly stabbing a woman with whom his
family had a marital dispute.
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He had attacked Fateema Sheikh Jaleel with a sword and also attempted
to burn her, police sources said. Again in 2006, Jundal was nearly caught
by central security agencies but managed to give them the slip. In that
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case, a Maharashtra ATS team had chased a Tata Sumo and an Indica
car on the Chandwad- Manmad highway on May 8, 2006, and arrested
three terror suspects while seizing 30kg RDX, 10 AK-47s and 3,200
bullets from the Sumo.
But the Indica, which was allegedly driven by Jundal, could not be
intercepted. Jundal allegedly drove the car to Malegaon and handed it
over to an acquaintance before disappearing.
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LeT operative married a
Pakistani woman and fathered a
child
By HAKEEM IRFAN
Sayed Zabiuddin alias Abu Jundal alias Abu Hamza was recruited by the
Lashkar-e-Tayyeba (LeT) in 2005 by an operative of the terror outfit
hailing from Kashmir.
After being drafted into the terror outfit, Jundal, the highest-ranking Indian
in the LeT ranks, crossed over to Pakistan, where he married a local
woman and fathered a child after the Mumbai attack in 2008.
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In 2010, he went to Saudi Arabia, leaving mother and child in Karachi.
Jundal, arrested on June 21, has told his interrogators that his LeT
recruiter had come to Beed, from where he hails, in Maharashtra in 2005,
and left an impression on him.

Gemma Collins reveals
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The recruiter had spoken about the poor conditions of Muslims in India
and the communal violence against the community in Gujarat in 2002.
Jundal has named the operative during interrogation but intelligence
officials are not clear whether that person is in Kashmir or Muzafarabad.
Jundal, one of the six handlers who directed the terrorists during the 2008
Mumbai attack from Karachi, married his Pakistani wife after the attack.
After shifting to Riyadh in 2010, he was in constant touch with his family
in Maharashtra and wife in Pakistan, his interrogators claimed. In Saudi
Arabia, he was allegedly assigned to recruit youngsters for the LeT.
During his stay in Pakistan, Jundal often visited Muzaffarabad and met
United Jehad Council chief Syed Sallahuddin at congregations.
After his deportation from Riyadh and arrest on June 21 at the Indira
Gandhi International Airport in the Capital, Jundal is being interrogated at
the Special Cell's office of the Delhi Police in Lodhi Colony amid tight
security.
At least 50 armed-to-the-teeth security personnel are guarding him.
Investigators said Jundal seems to be trained in dealing with sustained
questioning as he was rarely giving out new information in prolonged
interrogation sessions.
'He just confirms or negates what we say. He hardly mentions anything
new or talks on his own,' an investigator said.
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looks radiant as she
attends theatre benefit
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in New York
Promoting her role in
William Inge's Off The
Main Road

Ferne McCann and
Billie Faiers model
summery outfits as the
TOWIE cast jet into
Tenerife to film new
show... and baby Nelly's
there too
'We're NOT going to
discuss that': John
Legend cringes as
Chrissy Teigen reveals
they had sex at Obama
event
Chatted at the Grammys
The incredible rise of
Jack O'Connell: How
24-year-old Bafta star
went from troubled teen
facing jail, to dating
Tulisa... and is now the
toast of Hollywood
Just in time for
Valentine's Day! Cody
Simpson serenades
girlfriend Gigi Hadid
with romantic tune in
new music video
Starring alongside him
Their love is staying
afloat! Daryl Hannah, 54,
and her beau Neil
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Young, 69, hit the
harbour at Santa
Barbara on their paddle
boards

Friends in high
places! Bryan Adams
joins the Middletons at
Mustique airport
Went to Caribbean island
for Carole's 60th birthday

She's a sharp shooter!
Rachel McAdams wields
a firearm as she films
gun battle with Colin
Farrell on LA set of True
Detective
She's new to hot show
Australian model
Shanina Shaik greets
native kangaroo after
enjoying relaxing pool
session ahead of her
24th
Back in Oz
Kim Kardashian's
stylists reveal her
nerves ahead of that
dramatic haircut - and
how the 'edgy' new look
was inspired by Kate
Moss
Kris Jenner has
'known for years' that
husband Bruce wanted
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to become a woman and
is 'lying about being
blindsided'
Playing innocent?

I'm Not The Only One!
Sam Smith jokes that he
is 'dying' from an epic
hangover... following his
big night at the
Grammys
Deserved the sore head
'End of an era':
Melissa Joan Hart and
Joey Lawrence tweet
their sadness after ABC
Family show is
cancelled after four
seasons
Mindy has a new BFF!
Kaling posts behindthe-scenes snap from
The Mindy Project with
upcoming guest star
Kris Jenner
She gets around
Fabulous over 50! The
mature ladies who
sparkled at the BAFTAs
(and proved you're
NEVER too old for
sequins)
Style successes
The dress that
launched 1,000 memes:
Rihanna's voluminous
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Giambattista
Valli Grammys gown
becomes an internet
sensation

'I got a word from
God': Katy Perry reveals
she had a halftime pep
talk from The Almighty
before her Super Bowl
performance
Divine inspiration
Is that you Pretty
Woman? Julia Roberts
shows off her quirky
sense of style with a
frumpy frock paired with
a hippie scarf while
shopping in LA
That looks familiar:
Goldie Hawn, 69, nabs
daughter Kate Hudson's
leather bumbag as she
heads to London theatre
Taking a little trip to
London
'I was like the little boy
lost': Jason Donovan
talks about his struggle
after Kylie Minogue
broke up with him for
Michael Hutchence
Took it badly
Precious cargo! Kim
Kardashian and Kanye
West jet into New York
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with little Nori after his
epic Grammys
meltdown over Beyonce
snub

'I'd rather be me,
whatever size': Actress
Helen Lederer reveals
why she cancelled
gastric band surgery
booked ahead of her
return to Hollyoaks
Robert Pattinson looks
a little scruffy as he
attends photocall for
movie Life in Berlin...
following new film
announcement
Didn't get 'smart memo'
'I've been surfing the
whole time!' One-armed
surfer Bethany Hamilton
takes to the waves as
she makes a unique
pregnancy
announcement
Date #2! Jennifer
Lopez, 45, is spotted
with ex-beau Casper
Smart, 27, AGAIN while
taking in a Kanye West
performance in West
Hollywood
Who is the real Sia?
The story behind the
wig-wearing singer who
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REFUSES to show her
face and once
contemplated suicide
25 million record sales

Diva in the making?
Kylie Jenner shows off
a bowl of Lucky Charms
marshmallows she
demanded on set (but
insists she was just
joking)
'They're nice and
bouncy now!': JWoww
explains why she had
another breast
enhancement 10 years
after her first
Welcomed her daughter
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